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1) Joining the network: opportunistic and sincere justifications

2) Healthy cities: involved cities?

3) What consideration of health in local urban policies?
1) Joining the network: opportunistic and sincere justifications

- Exchange information and experiences
- Meet town councillors and technicians
- Get a label
- Legitimate the actions of the city
2) Healthy cities : involved cities ?

→ The place of health in local agendas 21

→ Healthy cities and « health city workshops »
   (« ateliers santé ville)

→ A combination of programmes/networks/labels ?
3) What consideration of health in local policies?

→ Social / sport / childhood policies: a quite good integration of health?

The integration of health in local policies
(French Healthy Cities)
3) What consideration of health in local policies?

- Social / sport / childhood policies: a quite good integration of health?

- Built environment policies (housing, transports, urban planning): the weak place of health
3) What consideration of health in local policies?

→ Built environment policies (housing, transports, urban planning): the weak place of health
3) What consideration of health in local policies?

- Social / sport / childhood policies: a quite good integration of health?

- Built environment policies (housing, transports, urban planning): the weak place of health

- Health impact assessment: a tool to integrate health in every policy?
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